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Thrombotic complications with mechanical circulatory support (MCS) devices remain a critical

limitation to their long-term use. Device-induced shear forces may enhance the thrombotic potential
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of MCS devices through chronic activation of platelets, with a known dose–time response of the

platelets to the accumulated stress experienced while flowing through the device–mandating complex,

lifelong anticoagulation therapy. To enhance the thromboresistance of these devices for facilitating

their long-term use, a universal predictive methodology entitled device thrombogenicity emulation

(DTE) was developed. DTE is aimed at optimizing the thromboresistance of any MCS device. It is

designed to test device-mediated thrombogenicity, coupled with virtual design modifications, in an

iterative approach. This disruptive technology combines in silico numerical simulations with in vitro

measurements, by correlating device hemodynamics with platelet activity coagulation markers—before

and after iterative design modifications aimed at achieving optimized thrombogenic performance. The

design changes are first tested in the numerical domain, and the resultant device conditions are then

emulated in a hemodynamic shearing device (HSD) in which platelet activity is measured under device

emulated conditions. As such, DTE can be easily incorporated during the device research and

development phase—achieving minimization of the device thrombogenicity before prototypes are

built and tested thereby reducing the ultimate cost of preclinical and clinical trials. The robust

capability of this predictive technology is demonstrated here in various MCS devices. The presented

examples indicate the potential of DTE for reducing device thrombogenicity to a level that may obviate

or significantly reduce the extent of anticoagulation currently mandated for patients implanted with

MCS devices for safe long-term clinical use.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The advent of mechanical circulatory support devices has
provided life-saving solutions to patients with severe cardiovas-
cular diseases. The REMATCH trial (Stevenson et al., 2004) was
one of the first major studies to demonstrate that left ventricular
assist devices (LVAD) are superior to drug therapy for advanced
heart failure, paving the way for their use as long-term heart
replacement therapy for patients ineligible for heart transplanta-
tion. Despite the success of this study the MCS arm demonstrated
significant limitations with unacceptable complication rates
(Portner et al., 2001), and strokes (Lazar et al., 2004). Second
and third generation continuous-flow VADs that have emerged
clinically in recent years have improved the clinical outcomes.
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However, in the recent HeartMate II VAD Destination-Therapy
Trial patients still suffered 11% disabling stroke rate (Slaughter
et al., 2009), attributed to the increased shear stress, offering the
possibility that improved VAD design could prevent this problem
in the future (Geisen et al., 2008). The AbioCor artificial heart, was
developed as a possible solution to the chronic shortage in
availability of human hearts for transplantation. In the pilot trial
of the AbioCor TAH (ABIOMED, Inc.), a high rate of thromboem-
bolic complications made the clinical outcomes disappointing
(Frazier et al., 2004) stemming from design and valvular issues.
mechanical heart valve (MHV) patients develop thromboembolic
complications at a rate of 0.7–6.4% per patient year (Butchart
et al., 2001, 2003). In these patients, platelets are chronically
activated (Edmunds, 1996; Edmunds et al., 1997). All these
devices, as well as new emerging MCS devices, progressively
share common limitations of thromboemebolism and hemolysis.

The formation of thromboemboli in MCS devices is potentiated
by contact with foreign surfaces and regional flow phenomena that
stimulate blood clotting, in particular via activation of platelets.
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The non-physiologic flow patterns generated in a device are
considered as one of the major culprits in enhancing the hemo-
static response. The well-known ‘‘Virchow’s triad’’ of altered blood,
surface, and flow, establishes the blood-artificial surface interac-
tion problem as a multifactorial one. The flow component, perhaps
the most complex part of the triad, combines all three, i.e.
flow—local flow patterns play a substantial role in coagulation
reactions, blood—platelet aggregation, and surface—local deposi-
tion on activated surfaces. It determines where a thrombus will
form, its size and composition, and whether or not it will remain
locally or embolize (Sorensen et al., 1999a,b). Thrombus and
thrombo-emboli generated in cardiovascular devices are composed
primarily of platelets, with less fibrin involvement than one would
encounter in situations associated with low-shear thrombosis
(Harker and Slichter, 1970).

Flow-induced shear platelet activation causes both aggrega-
tion and thrombin generation, showing consistent ‘dose’ and time
response characteristics of equivalent chemical agonists (O’Brien
and Salmon, 1990). A commonly used threshold for platelet
activation under constant shear level was established by Hellums
et al.,(Hellums et al., 1987), forming the foundation for shear-
induced platelet activation (SIPA). In prosthetic devices the
pathological blood flow patterns related to pulsatility, eddy
formation, and turbulence, may predominate the platelets
response (Alveriadou et al., 1993; Folie and McIntire, 1989). The
cumulative effect of varying flow stresses and exposure times
along platelet trajectories was studied in stenoses and past MHV
(Bluestein, 2004; Bluestein et al., 1997, 2000, 2002, 2004; Cao and
Rittgers, 1998).

In PHV and CVS devices portions of the flow cycle may become
turbulent, (Bluestein et al., 1994, 2000), with elevated stresses
within MHV hinges (Yoganathan et al., 1998). VADs induce changes
to coagulation through activation of platelets (Rothenburger et al.,
2002; Wilhelm et al., 2001) despite aggressive anticoagulant
therapy, with flow patterns implicated in the underlying risk for
their thromboembolism (Jin and Clark, 1993), especially cerebral
embolism (e.g., rates ranging from 7.4% for the Heartmate I VAD to
approx. 50% for the Novacor VAD system) (El-Banayosy et al.,
2001). Platelet aggregates are the source of microembolic signals
(MES) measured in patients with PHV (Grosset et al., 1996). A
significant effect of valve hemodynamics on platelet activation for
two differing valve designs (bileaflet. vs. monoleaflet) was also
observed in patients (Laas et al., 2003).

The AbioCor TAH study indicated that while no evidence of
significant hemolysis was observed in animal or human patients
studies (Dowling et al., 2004; Samuels et al., 2005), the majority
of patients died of stroke related complications. Regretfully, very
few data on flow-induced thrombogenic aspects are currently
available (Charron et al., 1994). Several approaches for studying
device-induced thrombogenicity were developed by a few groups
(Paul et al., 1998; Travis et al., 2002; Jesty and Bluestein, 1999;
Jesty et al., 2003). Jesty and Bluestein developed an innovative
platelet activity state (PAS) assay, facilitating measurements of
the thrombogenic potential induced by flow in devices. This
technique was applied to in vitro measurements of flow-induced
platelet activation in MHVs mounted in an LVAD (Yin et al., 2004),
and in bioprosthetic and polymer valves (Yin et al., 2005), which
are targeted for minimally invasive, percutaneous valve delivery
(Feldman, 2006; Mesana, 2006)—the breakthrough technique
with a huge promise for patients who cannot tolerate cardiothor-
acic surgery. The goal is for polymer valves, which are better
suited for catheter-based stented delivery, to have thrombogenic
potential comparable to the latter thereby obviating the need
for mandatory anticoagulation therapy. Leakage gap width
within bileaflet MHV pivots was demonstrated to have a
significant effect on platelet damage (Travis et al., 2001).
Thrombus formation was investigated in blood flow through
orifices simulating these MHV hinges region using a thrombin–
antithrombin -llI (TAT) assay (Fallon et al., 2006).

Vortex shedding was observed experimentally and computed
numerically in the wake of MHV leaflets and in various MCS
devices. Shed vortices were studied in the wake of MHVs
(Bluestein et al., 2001, 2002; Reif et al., 1990) which promote
hemostatic reaction by providing optimal mixing for platelet
aggregation, increasing the procoagulant surfaces needed for the
coagulation reactions to proceed, and dispersing the clotting factors
in the process. Elevated turbulent stresses (1200–2000 dynes/cm2),
which were measured in such wakes (Grigioni et al., 2001;
Yoganathan et al., 1986), reiterated their role in activating platelets.
Prior activation and the extrusion of platelets pseudopodia, poten-
tially induced by the elevated shear stresses globally preceding
vortex shedding, increases their effective hydrodynamic volume by
several folds, resulting in an increased collision rate (Wurzinger
et al., 1985). Numerical simulation in the wake of a MHV depicted
the wake dynamics and complex behavior of vortex shedding
(Huang et al., 1994; Kelly et al., 1999; King et al., 1997; Krafczyk
et al., 1998). First unsteady turbulent Reynolds Averaged (URANS)
simulations using the transient turbulence Wilcox k-o model
(Bluestein et al., 2000, 2002) quantified stress histories of platelets
along pertinent trajectories. Advanced URANS and direct numerical
simulations (DNS) included a damage accumulation in repeated
passages past valves (Alemu et al., 2010), and FSI simulation
comparing the thrombogenic potential of ATS and St. Jude Medical
MHVs (Dumont et al., 2007).

Few models for hemolysis have been developed over the years,
e.g., as a function of mechanical energy dissipation (Bluestein and
Mockros, 1969), or shear stress (Apel et al., 2001; Bludszuweit,
1995; Burgreen et al., 2001). In these predictive phenomenologi-
cal models, that are adaptable to platelets, the normalized inter-
nal damage accumulates until a critical value of damage is
reached, either as a function of the instantaneous stress level
and the previous damage history, or as weight average damage
accumulation over a number of cycles. In vitro hemolysis indices
were investigated numerically over 3D device domains for the
purpose of design optimization (Garon and Farinas, 2004), and by
integrating hemolysis and platelet lysis indices along trajectories
in the flow field of MHV (Goubergrits and Affeld, 2004). Several
models examined the interaction of activated platelets with the
blood field (Kuharsky and Fogelson, 2001; Sorensen et al., 1999a),
and platelet deposition (Reininger et al., 1999; Worth Longest and
Kleinstreuer, 2003). Such modeling efforts provide insight into the
areas where platelets have a high probability for activation,
leading to thrombus formation and thromboembolism.
2. Methods

2.1. The device thrombogenicity emulation (DTE) methodology and its components

DTE is an iterative optimization process, summarized in a composite flow

chart schematic (Fig. 1). Briefly: ‘hot spot’ platelet trajectories (extreme flow

trajectories which expose platelets to the highest stress-loading conditions) are

extracted from extensive advanced numerical simulations of the blood flow in the

device. Those are resolved to quantify the stress loading waveforms, which are

programmed into a hemodynamic shearing device (HSD) where the stress loading

conditions within the device are emulated. Samples of gel filtered platelets

exposed to these stress loading waveforms are removed from the HSD and

assayed to measure thrombin generation rates, a surrogate marker for platelet

activation, using the platelet activity state (PAS) assay (Jesty and Bluestein, 1999;

Jesty et al., 2003). Designs may then be iteratively modified to reduce the

thrombogenic potential, as computed in the virtual (modeling) domain, and the

resultant stress loading waveforms programmed and further tested in the HSD.

This iterative process involves changing design parameters specific to the device

and repeating the numerical simulations of the blood flow through the redesigned

device. When optimized thromboresistance is achieved via DTE. A prototype of the



Fig. 1. DTE methodology iterative optimization flow chart: (a) ‘hot spot’ platelet trajectories extracted from the numerical simulation in the device (VAD in this case) are

resolved to determine the (b) stress loading waveforms, which are programmed into the (c) HSD, where the stress loading conditions within the device are emulated.

Samples are removed from the HSD and assayed to measure the thrombin generation rates using the (d) PAS assay. The procedure is reiterated by changing design

parameters specific to the device and repeating the numerical simulation of the blood flow through the redesigned device. After the iterative process achieves a significant

reduction in platelet activity, the iterations are stopped and an optimized prototype is built and tested.
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optimized device may then be built and tested to validate that optimization was

achieved by comparing it to the baseline or predicate device design prior to

optimization.

The numerical simulations of blood flow through the devices (modeled as a

two-phase fluid with the platelets suspended in plasma (Gosman and Ioannides,

1983) combine fluid structure interaction (FSI) with Unsteady Reynolds Averaged

Navier-Stokes (URANS) CFD. Highly resolved computational grids (currently up to

20 million elements) are generated as required for the two equation k-o
turbulence model (Wilcox, 1994). This simulation approach is further described

in detail in our previous publications (Alemu et al., 2010; Xenos et al., 2010).

Typical platelet trajectories in the flow field of a VAD and their corresponding

stress-loading histories (computed with the combined effect of shear stress and

exposure time (Alemu and Bluestein, 2007; Apel et al., 2001; Hellums, 1994) are

shown (Fig. 1a and b)). Currently up to 65,000 such histories are collapsed into a

quantitative probability density function (PDF) which serves as the ‘thrombogenic

footprint’ of the device (Alemu et al., 2010; Xenos et al., 2010)—mapping where

the cumulative stress of each trajectory will end up in the distribution of the stress

accumulation (SA) range characterizing the specific device. For improved throm-

boresistance it is desired that the dominant mode of the distribution be shifted to

the lower SA range, i.e. a ‘‘leftward shift,’’ and as few trajectories as possible

residing in the riskier higher SA range (where platelets are likely to activate).

The HSD (Fig. 1c) combines features of cone and plate, and Couette viscometers

to dynamically expose a population of platelets to a uniform shear stress field of

rapidly varying levels (Girdhar and Bluestein, 2008), which are programmed into the

device according to the loading waveforms extracted from advanced numerical

simulations of blood flow through a device (Fig. 1b). The PAS assay employs a

modified prothrombinase method using a real-time chromogenic assay to measure

thrombin formation—a universal marker of platelet activation. It quantifies the

propensity of any blood recirculating device to induce thrombosis by measuring the

contribution of the device to the induction of platelet activation and the hemostatic

response (Jesty and Bluestein, 1999; Jesty et al., 2003). Thrombin formation is

monitored as blood flows through device prototypes or within the HSD, and as the

positive feedback loop is blocked in this assay (as well as the cleaving of the soluble

fibrinogen into insoluble fibrin) the extent of measured thrombin generation is

directly coupled to the prothrombinase activity, i.e., the platelet activation and

aggregation induced by the agonist-flow induced shear stress (Fig. 1d).

For VAD recirculation experiments whole blood (120 ml) was obtained from

healthy adult volunteers (n¼10) in accordance with Stony Brook University IRB

regulations. Purified platelets (15�106 ml) or platelets and red cells

(800�106 ml) were diluted in modified Tyrode’s buffer. Timed samples

(0, 10, 20, 30 min) were obtained from platelets or plateletsþred cells exposed

within the VAD flow loop and activation measured with the PAS assay as
described above. The slope of normalized platelet activation was fitted to a linear

model and reported as platelet activation rate (PAR). For the studies comparing

the efficacy of VAD optimization to that of using anticoagulants reported below,

platelets in buffer as previously described (Aspirin (ASA) treatment), or platelets in

buffer with the addition of red blood cells (Dipyridamole treatment) were

recirculated in the flow-loop through the non-optimized VAD7ASA or Dipyrida-

mole, both at a concentration of 20 mM; corresponding to plasma concentrations

from low-dose formulations of both drugs. These in vitro dosages were equivalent

to the maximal possible absorption of the metabolized drug in a subject’s

circulation.

We have previously applied the DTE methodology for optimizing the throm-

bogenic performance of various MCS and prosthetic heart valves, e.g., MHV (Xenos

et al., 2010), polymer valves (Claiborne et al., 2011) and VADs (Girdhar et al.,

2012). In the following section an example of utilizing DTE for achieving optimal

thromboresistance in a VAD is demonstrated and also compared in vitro to the

equivalent effect achieved by the anti-thrombotic therapy.
3. Results

The efficacy of DTE was demonstrated in VADs by comparing
two rotary blood pump prototypes (DeBakey Micromed vs Heart
Assist 5, Micromed Inc., Houston, TX). Geometric features of the
original VAD design (DeBakey Micromed) that were implicated in
the thrombogenicity of this device were modified to create the
optimized VAD design (Heart Assist 5). The design modifications
included: the inlet flow straightener (4 blades reduced to 3),
streamlined inlet hub and bearing taper, impeller region (blade
leading edge and pitch angle, blade profiles), impeller-shroud gap
and near wall region, and the impeller–diffuser interface. The
original and optimized designs are shown in Fig. 2a. Numerical
simulations (URANS FSI-25 rotations at 9000 rpm) were used to
calculate the cumulative stresses along thousands of flow trajec-
tories through both devices (before and after the optimization)
and collapsed into PDFs—the ‘thrombogenic footprint’ of each
device prototype. Following the specific design changes, the
extensive numerical simulations conducted clearly indicate that



Fig. 2. Optimization of a VAD using the DTE methodology: (a) The original Micromed DeBakey (left) and the optimized Heart Assist 5 (right). (b) The flow field with

platelets dispersion patterns superimposed showing flow velocities and stresses in the device before (left) and after the optimization (right). (c) ‘Hot spot’ trajectories and

the corresponding waveforms used for emulation in the HDS before (left) and after optimization (right) showing a very significant reduction in the loading stresses. (d) PDF

of the stress accumulation showing a very significant shift towards lower SA values for the optimized VAD. (e) Comparative measurements of platelet activity in the VAD

prototypes performed in a recirculation flow loop (CO¼4 L/min) before and after the optimization, showing an order of magnitude reduction of the platelet activity rate

(PAR¼the slope of the platelet activation over 30 min recirculation).
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the PDFs of the optimized design point to significantly reduced
overall thrombogenicity, i.e. a marked shift to the left (lower stress
accumulation values), (Fig. 2c). ‘Hot spot’ trajectories and the
corresponding waveforms used for emulation in the HDS before
(left) and after optimization (right) (Fig. 2 b) similarly show a
significant reduction in the levels of dynamic loading stresses.

Comparative platelet activity measurements were performed in a
recirculation flow loop with both pump prototypes (pre- and post-
optimization) running under clinical operating conditions
(speed—9500 rpm, cardiac output 4 L/min, pressure rise—80 mm
Hg). The measurements showed that an order of magnitude lower
platelet activity rate (PAR) was achieved for the optimized device
(non-optimized VAD PAR¼3�10�4, Optimized VAD PAR¼3�
10�5, po0.01). This clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the DTE
methodology for attaining safe and cost-effective pre-clinical MCS
thrombo-optimization.

In order to further examine the efficacy of the DTE optimiza-
tion, we conducted a comparative study of the level of platelet
activity reduction achieved via optimization alone to that
achieved by the addition of conventional antithrombotic pharma-
cologic agents.. The effect of the reduction achieved by the
optimization (with the optimized HA5 VAD) was compared to
that achieved by Aspirin (ASA) and Dipyridamole, which were
added to the non-optimized VAD operating in the recirculation
flow loop under the same operating conditions described above.
The non-optimized VAD, with no addition of the antithrombotic
agents, served as the control for all cases studied. While a
significant decrease in platelet activation rate (PAR) was observed
for both the ASA and the Dipyridamole treatments, it was
markedly less than that achieved via VAD optimization: approxi-
mately a third for the Aspirin (PAR reduced from 3�10�4 to
2�10�4) as compared to that achieved by the optimization (PAR
reduced from 3�10�4 to 3�10�5), and similarly approximately
a third for the Dipyridamole (PAR reduced from 7�10�4 to
5�10�4) as compared to approx. 90% reduction achieved by
the optimization (PAR reduced from 6�10�4 to 6�10�5) (Fig. 3).



Fig. 3. Comparison of platelet activity reduction achieved by optimization to that achieved by two common antithrombotic agents—Aspirin (ASA) and Dipyridamole.

Platelet Activation Rate (PAR) in the optimized (top) and non-optimized VADþantocoagulation (bottom): platelets (left) and plateletsþRBC (right). The non-optimized

VAD is the control (red), optimization (blue) ASA (green) Dipyridamole (blue), correspondingly.
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4. Discussion

The efficacy of DTE for optimizing the thromboresistance was
demonstrated in a redesigned VAD. The marked reduction which
was achieved in the platelet activation level (an order of magnitude)
far exceeded that which was achieved by the addition of current
clinical antithrombotic agents. The DTE methodology allows for a
comprehensive evaluation of the thrombogenic potential of devices
as a surrogate for initial animal or human testing. This system can
identify ‘hot spot’ regions within a device during distinct flow phases
and compute flow trajectories and stress load histories within these
regions. The programmable HSD which emulates the device condi-
tions is universal, i.e., it is not device specific, thus serving as an
ultimate test bed for evaluating almost any type of blood-contacting
device design modifications before building costly prototypes.

The DTE methodology as described here for the optimization
of a VAD, is based on the premise of allowing for accurate
comparisons in both the in silico (numerical) and the experimen-
tal domains and correlating the two in order to predict the
expected thrombogenic performance of the device. In our experi-
mental studies we intentionally use an experimental model that
differs in certain aspects from the physiologic scenario. We use
purified blood platelets preferentially over whole blood or plasma
experiments, as this enables us to isolate and measure the direct
effect of pathological shear-induced damage on platelets and
their capacity to generate thrombin. In this manner we can
directly measure the most relevant coagulation marker (throm-
bin) which represents the contribution of activated platelets to
the coagulation cascade and accurately reflects the flow-induced
thrombogenicity of different device designs. It enables us to
control and more sensitively measure subtle effects of the various
experimental parameters involved in the thrombogenic potential
of blood recirculating devices. Our group established the PAS
validity over the years, in addition to its strong correlation to the
more traditional platelet surface activation markers, e.g., P-selec-
tin, while enabling near real-time measurements, which are
crucial for recirculation experiments (Jesty et al., 2003).

Although currently DTE is primarily used to study MCS devices
and prosthetic heart valves, in vitro assessment of hemodynamic
shearing forces and subsequent platelet activation might be an
efficient means of making iterative changes in other potentially
thrombogenic cardiac and arterial devices, such as stents. In the
case of stents, for example, because of the relative infrequency of
thrombosis with current models of stents, demonstrating throm-
bogenicity reduction in clinical trials of newer stent platforms
will likely require tens of thousands of patients. The DTE offers
the ability to evaluate new stent designs by emulating their
operating conditions. The system is operated under emulated
shear stress loading conditions extracted from numerical simula-
tions of blood flow in various device configurations in the
circulation—under both normal and/or pathological blood flow
conditions, and compared to other designs. The HSD may also be
used to study the interaction between flowing platelets and cell-
cultured endothelium. It may also be utilized to study the efficacy
of various anticoagulation drug regimens under emulated normal
and pathological physiological conditions. In this manner, the DTE
methodology could allow expeditious assessment of iterative
device designs with respect to platelet activation and thrombo-
genicity, in order to optimize their thromboresistance.
5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a proof-of-concept applicability of our
DTE methodology by comparing the thromboresistance of two
continuous-flow rotary VAD designs. Specifically, an order of
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magnitude lower platelet pctivity rate (PAR) was measured in the
optimized VAD design (Heart Assist 5TM) as compared to the VAD
before the optimization, correlating to a very significant overall
shift in the mean stress accumulation (SA) to lower values as
observed with the optimized design. The overall results of this
analysis reflect a most significant design improvement, indicating
that recipients of the optimized VAD may not require antic-
oagulation. Additionally it demonstrates that design changes
may offer a more robust alternative to anti-platelet drugs such
as Aspirin and Dipyridamole.
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